Due Thursday, Oct. 4 for Homework
Write four broadcast scripts as follows:

1. Radio Reader Script (TRT :30)
   - Radio Reader 7, Page 101: Donut Shop Fire
   - For an example of a Radio Reader script see Page 58

2. Radio Actuality (or Soundbite) Script (TRT :30)
   - Radio Actuality Story 1, Page 117: Police Sickout
   - For an example of this type of script see Page 59

3. Television Reader Script (TRT :30)
   - TV Reader 3, Page 157: Midcity Sports Cut
   - For an example of a TV Reader Script see Page 62

4. Television Soundbite Script (TRT :30)
   - TV Soundbite 1, Page 162: Midcity University Theft
   - For example of this script see Page 65
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